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Problem Statement

� One of the main challenges in today’s complex 

business environment is the delivery of a 
complete solution from business architecture 
design downstream to SOA (Service Oriented 
Architecture) IT
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Architecture) IT



Definitions (1/5)

Component Business Modelling (CBM) is a technique for analysing an 
enterprise by first partitioning it into relatively independent, non-
overlapping business components in order to identify opportunities for 
innovation and/or improvement

A component is a part of an enterprise that has the potential to operate 
independently, in the extreme case as a separate company, or as part of 
another company
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A component is defined along five 
dimensions:

– Business purpose

– Activities

– Resources

– Governance model

– Provided and required services

Component Name
Provided 
Services

Required 
Services

•Activities

•Resources

•Knowledge

•Assets



Definitions (2/5)

� A business service is some well-defined value that a 

component offers to other components in the network  

� Business services define the way components interact and 
exchange information and assets in order to achieve 

business goals
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business goals

In the CBM view, an enterprise is simply a collection of 
components networking together



Definitions (3/5)

� A business item (BI) is a tangible or intangible asset 

managed by the enterprise through its components 
and exploited to create economic value for the firm 

� CBM design rules enforce the following:

– Each BI is managed by a single component
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– Each BI is managed by a single component

– Each component can manage more than one BI

– A component is accountable for the entire lifecycle of its BIs



Definitions (4/5)

Collaborations are interactions between two or more components that 
work together towards a common business goal

Collaborations enable the execution of business through the 
choreography of exchanged services (service invocations)
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Illustrative example of a collaboration diagram



Definitions (5/5)

� Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a discipline that 

spans the entire spectrum from business architecture to IT 
implementation. The goal is the realization of business 
services that a component provides, as a composition of 
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well-defined IT services 

� Service Oriented Modeling and Architecture (SOMA) is an 
IBM consulting-oriented services development method. 
SOMA aims to map the business structure to the IT layer



Proposed Approach

� Drive an end-to-end solution from a 

componentized business 
architecture to IT solution following 
the SOMA methodology, using MDD

� Capture information from business 
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� Capture information from business 
architecture design (CBM) and 
present this information in a 
graphical user interface for its later 
use by the solution development 
team in SOMA methodology



Proposed Approach – Tooling Requirements

� Model formalization – formalize the business architect’s idea in a model

� End-to-end solution – demonstrate a possible solution that 
encompasses all phases from BA information to IT realization

� Data capture – capture the business data using two editors

– Tabular editor - collects data related to individual components 
(component names, business goals, activities, services, business 
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(component names, business goals, activities, services, business 
items)

– Graphical editor – collects information on collaboration diagrams

� Output – the artifacts generated are transferred to the solution 
development team for IT realization. The main output is an XML file 
containing all the data captured in both editors

� Look-and-feel and ease-of-use – easy to learn and use without 
requiring any pre-requisite software in the user’s machine



Business architecture 

SOMA methodology

Identification

Business architecture 

SOMA methodology

IdentificationIdentification

Proposed Approach – End-to-End Data Flow
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Proposed Approach – Platforms Used

� The Eclipse development platform was used for the development phase of the project 
along with the following Eclipse projects:

– XML Schema Definition (XSD) editor

– Eclipse modeling framework (EMF)

– Graphical modeling framework (GMF)

Model artifacts 

capture in XSD

Generate Ecore

Model artifacts 

capture in XSD

Generate Ecore
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Case Study – Scenario Used

� The developed tool was tested on a Supply Chain 

Management (SCM) scenario 

– On-demand allocation of a product across multiple sales lot 
inventory states

� The scenario included three components interacting to 
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� The scenario included three components interacting to 
formulate and maintain a position for the allocation of a 
product (automobiles) across customers



Case Study – Findings

� The results demonstrated the feasibility of capturing 

business design and using the artifacts generated for IT 
realization with MDD

� More specifically:
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– Validation checks and detection of possible conceptual bugs

– Reduction in the total effort invested in the SOA IT 

realization phase

– Tool reuse to produce repeatable end-to-end solutions



Lessons Learned

� Experience in development

– Steep learning curve

– Scarcity of information

– Rapid development with initial 
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– Rapid development with initial 

editors, but longer period of time 

required for customization



Conclusions and Future Work

� Many companies are turning to CBM as a new approach for analyzing 
and transforming their businesses

� One of the main challenges in SOA is to bridge the BA level to the IT 
level. IBM SOMA methodology addresses this gap

� We developed a tool that captures business design and content using 
MDD. The artifacts generated are transferred and consumed by a 
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MDD. The artifacts generated are transferred and consumed by a 
solution development team to realize the IT services

� Results show that with MDD, changes to the model can be propagated 
easily and in a coherent manner, shortening the total lead time to the 
complete solution provided

� Future work should include testing the tool and the approach on larger 
engagements. Improvements to the tool include the use of a central 
repository and smart searches to enrich the level of reusability and 
repeatability achieved by the tool
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